About Opus Interactive, Inc.
Opus Interactive is a woman-owned cloud, colocation, and IT services company based in Portland, Oregon. Our mission-critical IT services deliver end-to-end support for Data Center Optimization Initiative (DCOI), shared services, cloud first strategies, and digital transformation. We’ve spent over 20 years building strong partnerships and honing a service mix that we deliver from Tier III datacenters located in Oregon, Texas, and Northern Virginia (FISMA high rated). A member of VMware and HPE partnership programs since 2005 and PCI-DSS, HIPAA, and SSAE 18 SOC 2 Type II audited, the company’s past performance includes proven results since 1996.

CLOUD COMPUTING & IAAS
Hybrid, private, public and multi-cloud solutions delivering scalability, reliability, and high-performance.

VDI (VIRTUAL DESKTOP)
Virtual desktops and published applications securely delivered on demand through a single pane all powered by VMWare Horizon™.

OBJECT STORAGE
Cost effective multi-cloud data storage at petabyte scale with low latency and concurrent accessibility.

COLOCATION
Space, power, and cooling with RemoteHands/SmartHands services inside of state-of-the-art datacenters with PUE <1.3, 100% renewables, high security and low redundancy.

BACKUP & DISASTER RECOVERY
Fast and reliable backup for virtual, physical and cloud-based workloads, powered by Veeam. Backup, restore and replication capabilities with advanced monitoring, reporting and capacity planning functionality.

MULTI-CLOUD MONITORING & MANAGEMENT
Enforce policy and security, monitor performance and spend, and allocate resources across multi-cloud environments through a single interface that is the first complete end-to-end automation engine for AIOps that conforms to the United States Federal DODIN Approved Products List (APL) and FIPS 140-2 certified cryptography methods.

NAICS Codes
518210 - Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services
541513 - Computer Facilities Management Services
541519 - Other Computer Related Services

PAST PERFORMANCE
• Technology company
  Managed Security, Backup, Monitoring, Managed Services, Dedicated Infrastructure and Object Storage
• Healthcare company
  IaaS, Managed Backup, Monitoring and Colocation including Managed Services
• Travel company
  IaaS and Managed Backup
• Big Data company
  Managed Services, Managed Security, Managed Backup, Monitoring and Dedicated Infrastructure

KEY DIFFERENTIATORS & COMPANY INFORMATION
• DUNS Number: 826847787
• Corporation, OR, 1996
• Accept all Major Credit Cards & Federal Government
• OMWSB
• Woman Owned Company
• Native American Owned Company

OPUS INTERACTIVE 21515 NW Evergreen Parkway Hillsboro, OR 97124 info@opusinteractive.com / (866) 678-7955 / opusinteractive.com